Nissan Engine Performance
The Nissan SR engine is a 1.6 L (1,596 cc), 1.8 L (1,838 cc) or 2.0 L (1,998 cc) straight-4, four-stroke gasoline internal combustion engine manufactured by Nissan Motors. It features an aluminum head and block with steel sleeves and features a DOHC 4-valve design, with variable valve timing on select models. The engine was used in many small to medium Nissan vehicles including high-performance...

Nissan SR engine - Wikipedia
The RB engine is a 2.0–3.0 L straight-6 four-stroke gasoline from Nissan, produced from 1985–2004. Both SOHC and DOHC versions have an aluminium head. The SOHC versions have 2 valves per cylinder and the DOHC versions have 4 valves per cylinder; each cam lobe moves only one valve. All RB engines have belt driven cams and a cast iron block. Most turbo models have an intercooled turbo (the...

Nissan RB engine - Wikipedia
It is that Time of the Year. out with old and in with the new. kudos to #competitionclutch for building an excellent clutch that still works even with pieces of material missing. so we had no choice but to put a other one in. need your clutch replaced? stop in or call as we have many options. VQ Engine. vq engine getting some forged love and some cams to make some power. paired with a mild ...

J-Tune Performance » Nissan and Infiniti Performance ...
Nissan GA16DE engine reliability, problems and repair. Along with GA15DE, 1.6-liter GA16 engine was produced. Its main difference from GA15 is cylinder diameter enlarged to 76 mm. New pistons are used, compression ratio is 9.5.

Nissan GA16DE Engine | Performance tuning, problems, specs
A genuine Nissan engine block heater is designed specifically for your Nissan vehicle to provide you with original equipment performance. We have the Nissan engine block heater you are looking for at a discount price you will like.

Nissan Engine Block Heater - Genuine Nissan Accessories
2011 Nissan Juke (Shop Juke) Here is the new 2011 Nissan Juke S, AWD. We’ll be doing R&D on this vehicle. Stay tuned for more cool new parts for the Juke!

2011 Nissan Juke » J-Tune Performance
P2a00 Nissan Description The Air Fuel Ratio (A/F) sensor is a planar dual-cell limit current sensor. The sensor element of the A/F sensor is the combination of a Nernst concentration cell (sensor cell) with an oxygen-pump cell, which transports ions.

P2a00 Nissan - Engine-Codes.com
e X treme T ruck P erformance – XTP. XTP is a small company providing a popular aftermarket modification for Nissan & Toyota trucks and SUVs as well as the Suzuki Equator. XTP specializes in providing the customer with a quality CNC’d part that is proven both by scientific dyno testing and by real world customer feedback. eXtreme Truck Performance or commonly known as “XTP” produces ...

eXtreme Truck Performance - XTP IMS intake manifold ...
Tohatsu parts and accessories are compatible with your Nissan outboard and are designed to maximize your engine’s performance. Tohatsu’s Technical Info page has the latest information on your Nissan Outboard, including answers to common service questions.

Nissan Outboards
Learn about the 2019 Nissan Maxima's stunning performance. Dig deep into this sedan's 300 HP and feel the solid push into the seat from the VQ V6 power.
2019 Nissan Maxima Performance | Nissan USA
NITTO’s high volume oil pump is an industry leading aftermarket performance oil pump that will suit all Nissan RB series engines. Manufactured for extreme duty and durability with EN Series billet steel gears and a solid 7075 billet alloy backing plate.

Nitto Performance Engineering - Stroker Kits, 4340 Billet ...
This is a good non-envasive hop up part. I am going two open a whole can of worms here but as far as I know, Mobil 1 is the only synthetic oil to get for your engine. Not only is it the cheapest but it works the best.

SE-R Engine Performance Tuning Tips
P0008 Buick Description The Engine Control Module (ECM) monitors the position of both camshafts and the crankshaft. The ECM performs a test for misalignment between both camshafts on one bank of the engine and the crankshaft.

P0008 Buick - Engine Positions System Performance Bank 1
Nissan and Infiniti performance parts for the 300ZX, 350Z, G35, G37, Q60, Q50, 240SX, Skyline, GT-R, and more for the aftermarket Nissan enthusiast. International orders and sales welcome. Worldwide shipping available. OEM parts and accessories available.

Concept Z Performance - Specials
Use the arrow tabs below the sliding images to find the product you want to view Part No: PWR0381 – GU Patrol 4.2D Turbo 55mm Part No: PWR0546 – Skyline 32GTR and GtST 55m (needs thermo) 55mm Part No: PWR0943 – Skyline 32GTR and...

Nissan Radiators | PWR Performance Products
Our Nissan Spec V turbo kit is finally here! With almost a year of testing, design and engineering, our turbo kit is rated one of the best and most versatile turbo kit available for the SpecV, making the most horsepower and torque in its class! Our kit uses top quality components with no corners cut. Our lightweight 6061 aluminum charge piping is digitized and mandrel bent on a CNC mandrel ...

Nissan Sentra SER & Spec V Turbo kit 02-06- TREADSTONE ...
Cooling Package by Mishimoto®. The Mishimoto performance cooling package is designed and engineered to maximize cooling efficiency, boost engine functions, and most importantly protect your car from overheating.

Performance Engine Cooling - CARiD.com
Engine Performance & Emissions Control Systems . It has never been more challenging to accurately diagnose problems with today’s complex engine performance and emissions control systems.

Carquest Auto Parts® Products - Engine Performance ...
How to read the engine diagnostic code. The following applied to a 2004 Nissan Altima but I believe any Nissan uses this method. The Service Engine Soon light will come on and stay on when the onboard computer detects a problem with your car.

Reading the engine diagnostic codes on a Nissan Altima ...
The 2019 Nissan Rogue has an upscale cabin, a generous list of standard safety features, and an expansive cargo area. It also has lackluster acceleration and a noisy transmission, which contribute to its place in the bottom half of our compact SUV rankings. The 2019 Rogue is an OK compact SUV. Its ...